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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

For years, Big Pharma has had its eye on mRNA gene transfer technology. In 2019, a Milken

Institute panel speciJcally discussed how they might achieve the transition from conventional

vaccine development to novel mRNA technology.  You can listen to key excerpts from that meeting

in the video below.

Participants included Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID), and Rick Bright, Ph.D., former director of the U.S. Biomedical Advanced Research

and Development Authority (BARDA), now a senior vice president of Pandemic Prevention and

Response at The Rockefeller Foundation.

Bright suggested “There may be a need, even an urgent call, for an entity of excitement out there

which is completely disruptive, not beholden to bureaucratic strings and processes.”

Reading between the lines, it sounds as though Bright was suggesting a pandemic could help them

make this risky transition, as circumventing “bureaucratic strings and processes” would likely be

more acceptable in the face of an acute crisis.

Well, by the looks of it, Bright and Fauci got their wish, and the global population is paying the price

for their decision to throw bureaucratic strings and processes to the wind, along with the

precautionary principle. Many doctors and scientists warned that mRNA-based “vaccines” were ill

advised and premature.

The Worst Design Flaw in Medical History

Now, a year into this disastrous rollout, we’re realizing just how lacking scientists’ understanding of

these shots are. Or worse, they do understand, and don’t care about the damage they cause.

In an August 2021 Substack article,  British cybersecurity researcher Ehden Biber reviewed how the

mRNA shots were made, homing in on what he believes may be “the worst design Yaw in human

history.”

The mRNA has been genetically manipulated in a process called “codon optimization,” and this

process is KNOWN to create completely unforeseen side effects. “How come Prizer, Moderna,

AstraZeneca, Janssen etc. are using a technology that both they and the regulators know will cause

unknown results?” Biber asks. Here’s an excerpt from this eye-opening article:

“Trying to tell your body to generate proteins is hard for many reasons. One of them is the

fact that when you try to run the protein information via ribosomes which process that code

and generate the protein, it can be very slow or can get stuck during the process.

Luckily, scientists found a way to overcome this problem, by doing code substitution:

instead of using the original genetic code to generate the protein, they changed the letters

in the code so the code would be optimized. This is known as Codon Optimization.

Codons are three nucleotides; nucleotides are the building blocks of your DNA. Here is an

example of Codon Optimization: 60% of the codons were altered, 22% of the nucleotides

were altered. And yet the end result is that the ribosomes generate the same protein!

Same? Well, not so much.

In 2011 Nature Medicine magazine published an article  called ‘Breaking the Silence.’ It

described how codon optimization, which uses this synonymous DNA changes, can trigger

disease in a number of ways.

Turns out the protein which was manufactured when codon optimization has different ways

it folds and a different 3D shape, and it ‘could cause immunogenicity, for example, which

wouldn’t be seen until late-stage clinical trials or even after approval.’ This statement

relates to the NORMAL approval cycle. The COVID vaccines went via an accelerated one.”

Biber cites a quote by Chava Kimchi Sarfaty, Ph.D., a principal investigator at the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration: “We do not believe that you can optimize codons and have the protein behave

as it did in its native form.”

In summary, codon optimization can alter the way proteins fold and function, and Sarfaty warned

that “The changed form could cause immunogenicity, for example, which wouldn’t be seen until

late-stage clinical trials or even after approval."  If the FDA knew all of this back in 2011, why have

they not raised objections against codon optimization being used in the making of the COVID jabs?

Protein Misfolding Linked to Many Pathologies

Biber goes on to cite a number of studies linking protein misfolding to a variety of serious

pathologies, such as the neurodegeneration seen in Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease and heart

failure.  As explained in the 2017 paper, “Protein Misfolding Diseases”:

“The majority of protein molecules must fold into de[ned three-dimensional structures to

acquire functional activity. However, protein chains can adopt a multitude of

conformational states, and their biologically active conformation is often only marginally

stable.

Metastable proteins tend to populate misfolded species that are prone to forming toxic

aggregates, including soluble oligomers and [brillar amyloid deposits, which are linked

with neurodegeneration in Alzheimer and Parkinson disease, and many other pathologies.”

“If it is so problematic, why do manufacturers use it?” Biber asks. The answer is because in order

for the injection to work, they need higher levels of protein expression than is naturally possible.

“ In its BNT162b2/Comirnaty Risk Management
Plan submitted to the FDA to get Emergency Use
Authorization, Pfizer admits that the codon
optimization they did resulted in elevated gamma-
glutamyl transferase (GGT), which is an early
marker of heart failure.”

PJzer appears to have been the most aggressive in their codon optimization, and it’s no secret that

the heavy alteration of the mRNA might cause protein misfolding and “splicing anomalies.” As

noted in a March 2021 paper:

“BNT162b2 vaccine against COVID-19 is composed of an RNA having 4284 nucleotides,

divided into six sections, which bring the information to create a factory of S spike proteins,

the ones used by SARS-CoV-2 ... to infect the host. After that, these proteins are directed

outside the cell, triggering the immune reaction and antibody production.

The problem is the heavy alteration of the mRNA: Uracil is replaced to fool the immune

system with pseudouridine; the letters of all codon triplets are replaced by a C or a G, to

extremely increase the speed of protein synthesis; replacement of some amino acids with

proline; addition of a sequence (3’-UTR) with unknown alteration ...

An eventual mistranslation has consequences on the pathophysiology of a variety of

diseases. In addition, the mRNA injected is pre-mRNA, which can lead to the multiple

mature mRNA’s; these are alternative splicing anomalies, direct source of serious long-term

harm on the human health.

In essence, what will be created may not be identical with protein S spike; just an error in

translational decoding, codons misreading, production of different amino acids, then

proteins, to cause serious long-term damage to human health, despite the DNA is not

modi[ed, being instead in the cell nucleus and not in the cytoplasm, where the modi[ed

mRNA arrives.”

PEzer Jab Raises Early Death Marker

In its BNT162b2/Comirnaty Risk Management Plan submitted to the FDA to get Emergency Use

Authorization, PJzer even admits that the codon optimization they did resulted in elevated gamma-

glutamyl transferase (GGT),  which is an early marker of heart failure.

Elevated GGT is also an indicator of insulin resistance, cardiometabolic disease,  liver disease  and

chronic kidney disease.  When your GGT is elevated, it also means your liver is under stress. The

ideal level of GGT is below 16 units per liter (U/L) for men and below 9 U/L for women. Above 25

U/L for men and 18 U/L for women, your risk of chronic disease increases signiJcantly.

What’s more, as your GGT level rises, your glutathione goes down. This is part of the equation

explaining how elevated GGT harms your health. By elevating your glutathione level, you will lower

your GGT.

Yet, despite the fact that PJzer acknowledges these risks, they did not conduct studies to assess

pharmacological safety, genotoxicity or carcinogenicity. “How did they manage to avoid testing?”

Biber asks.  The answer is nothing short of shocking.

Crucial Studies Were Skipped

Under normal circumstances, pharmacological safety, genotoxicity or carcinogenicity studies are

done during animal studies. No animal studies were done for the COVID jab; hence none of these

studies were performed, period. Thanks to the fast-tracking, the mRNA jabs went straight into

human trials. And the FDA apparently has no intention of demanding PJzer conduct tests to

determine the health impacts of their codon optimization. As noted by Biber:

“The manufacturers know about the potential risk. The regulators know about the potential

risk. Yet regulators don't test V products as gene therapy, and do not put in place codon

optimization risk mitigation plan. IF YOU DON'T MEASURE RISK IT DOESN'T GO AWAY.”

It’s just astounding that they rolled out these shots to billions of people worldwide, knowing full well

that the shots have the ability to cause serious problems.

Another problem raised in Biber’s article is the fact that cell types differ widely in their coder usage,

so determining how the mRNA is translated in one type of tissue reveals nothing about the

translational kinetics in a different tissue. None of the COVID jab makers have tested their product

on all of the tissue types available (51 in all).

“Translational kinetics can lead to translational pauses, which have a role in modulating

protein conformation, can lead to structural changes, increase immunogenicity and change

performance. This has been reported since the 90’s. Safe, right?” Biber writes.

Summary

So, to summarize as concisely as I can, PJzer, Moderna and Janssen all modiJed the genetic code

of their RNA to ensure that the resulting spike protein that your body makes would be more stable,

and to bypass protective mechanisms in the cells that prevent viral replication.

Without this change, your immune system would simply destroy the mRNA before your cells could

start producing spike protein. The problem is that this codon optimization, this genetic rewriting,

causes translation errors when your ribosomes — the “machinery” inside your cells that synthesize

proteins — process the code.

These translation errors can result in misfolded and malfunctioning proteins. We already know that

some protein misfolding is implicated in neurodegenerative diseases and sudden heart failure. But

we really have no idea what the misfolded proteins created by the COVID jabs might do. The

consequences may be identical to other protein misfolding, or they might result in entirely novel

conditions.

To learn more, be sure to listen to the “Planet Lockdown” interview with Alexandra Henrion-Caude,

Ph.D., a geneticist and researcher at the French Institute of Health, featured at the top of this

article. She explains what RNA is, the theory of how the COVID jabs are supposed to work, and

some of the main concerns surrounding their use.

She points out that, if you wanted to create a vaccine, you would not target the part of the virus that

is most prone to mutation (the spike protein). One would select a part of the virus that is less likely

to mutate. By targeting the spike protein, they set themselves up to produce multiple vaccines to

keep up with mutations, so choosing the spike protein might well have been a Jnancial decision.

Moreover, by selecting the spike protein as the target, they chose to program your body to produce

the most toxic portion of the virus. We know that the spike protein alone is pathogenic — producing

blood clots and abnormal bleeding, for example — even without the rest of the virus. Clotting and/or

hemorrhaging is due to the fact that your immune system will attack and destroy the cells inside

your vascular system that produce spike protein.

What Can You Do if You Got the COVID Jab?

As discussed above, due to the modiJcation of the spike protein mRNA that was used in the

vaccine to make it “more effective,” translation errors can result in misfolded proteins with very

serious health complications.

Fortunately, your body has a process that is designed to correct for this misfolding, because about

one-third of the proteins your body makes are misfolded from the moment they’re made.

There are two simple strategies you can use to target these proteins for refolding or elimination.

The Jrst one I have spoken about frequently in the past, and that is time-restricted eating, which is

accomplished by eating all your meals within a six- to eight-hour window that ends at least three

hours before bedtime. This will stimulate a process called autophagy while you sleep, and in the

morning, as your fasting time goes past 14 hours.

The second, and less well-known strategy, is sauna bathing on a regular basis. If the sauna is hot

enough, your body will make heat shock proteins that will refold or eliminate misfolded proteins.

You just need to make sure it is hot enough and that you’re really sweating profusely. Biometrics

you can measure is to increase your temperature by an oral thermometer to around 101 to 102

degrees Fahrenheit.

Additionally, you will likely lose 1 to 2 pounds from your sweat. Just be sure to drink enough water

and replace the salt you lose. Also, many saunas are loaded with high EMFs, so choose your sauna

carefully. Many new infrared saunas have eliminated the magnetic Jelds but virtually all of them

have high electric Jelds that can be problematic.

Morality Pills to Subdue Dissent?

Knowing what we know already, there’s clearly cause for deep concern about the COVID jabs. It

seems unquestionable that they can cause very serious health problems, both acutely and in the

long term. Despite that, vaccine makers, national health agencies and political leaders are pushing

forward, calling for every man, woman and child to get dosed multiple times.

There is simply no doubt that the COVID jabs are the greatest human experiment in history. The

ramiJcations are already beyond devastating, but we really have no idea as to what the full extent

will be.

The same can be said for every other pandemic measure employed, from universal masking and

social distancing to lockdowns. Not one is backed by scientiJc evidence showing effectiveness,

and we’ve only scratched the surface when it comes to assessing the damage they’ve caused.

To subdue dissent against this unethical experimentation on the public, at least one person has

suggested an outrageously radical idea: “Morality pills.” Basically, drug the population into

submission. As reported by Forbes in August 2020:

“... bioethicist Parker Crutch[eld has suggested a controversial approach to battling the

pandemic  — namely a ‘morality pill.’ Speci[cally, he suggests that widespread

administration of psychoactive drugs could provide ‘moral enhancement’ that would make

people more likely to adhere to social norms such as wearing masks and adhering to social

distancing guidelines ...

Crutch[eld [notes] that those ‘who need moral enhancement are also the least likely to sign

up for it.’ He therefore explores involuntary methods, such as legally requiring people take

the morality pill or administering the drug secretly via the water supply.

In other words, mandating people take a ‘morality pill’ doesn’t alter the fundamental moral

calculus of any proposed policy. It merely makes enforcing good (or bad) laws easier for

the authorities.”

CrutchJeld’s suggestion seems ripped straight out of a dystopian novel, but it Jts hand in glove with

the technocratic ideology, which basically states that technocrats — a small, powerful elite who

believe they can achieve immortality through transhumanism — are smarter and worthier of life

than everyone else, and therefore have the right to dictate moral truth to the masses.

Editor’s Note: After widespread criticism of its commentary on CrutchJeld’s morality pills, Forbes

changed the article’s headline in February 2022  to “No, Don’t Use a ‘Morality Pill’ to Stop the COVID

Pandemic” and added an author’s note explaining the headline was changed to “more clearly state”

the author’s personal position.

In Hot Pursuit of a Universal Super-Shot

Many experts are now admitting the pandemic is over and done with,  but the pandemic industrial

complex is not willing to let go of its brand-new golden goose. As discussed in the 2019 Milken

Institute meeting, they’re in hot pursuit of universal mRNA-based “super-shots.”

In 2019, Fauci’s focus was a universal inYuenza vaccine. Today, the goal is a universal COVID jab to

protect against both old and new strains.  One way to achieve that could be to target the

nucleocapsid protein (n-protein), located inside the virus, rather than the spike, as is currently done.

By targeting a portion of the virus that doesn’t mutate much from one strain to the next, you might

end up with broader protection. The question is, why didn’t they do that from the start? Or —

perhaps a better question might be: Does this have anything to do with the “promising” mRNA HIV

vaccine that NIAID director Dr. Anthony Fauci announced in December 2021?

As coauthor of the research paper on this vaccine, Fauci explained that it works like the COVID

mRNA shots, but doesn’t carry instructions for the spike protein. Rather, it delivers coded

instructions for teaching two key HIV proteins to produce virus-like particles of themselves in

muscle cells.

No matter the reason for how the upcoming HIV mRNA jab works, despite decades of effort,

polyvalent vaccines have all come up short. And considering the lackadaisical approach taken with

the current COVID jabs, one has to wonder whether vaccine developers and regulators can be

trusted to produce a safe and effective polyvalent vaccine.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Jnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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As Dr. Mercola reports: “Clotting and/or hemorrhaging is due to the fact that your immune system will attack and destroy the cells inside

your vascular system that produce spike protein.” Cary Watkins conJrms embalmer Richard Hirschman's story about telltale blood clots -

The fact checkers could not explain away what was happening. Their attack was predictable, and I predicted on Substack the seven

reasons they would fail. - The CDC is not investigating this at all. The mainstream media isn’t either. They should be since these clots

appear to be a major cause of death in America and can explain the completely unexpected and unexplained 40% rise in deaths of people

under 65 reported by OneAmerica. - Recently, two high school basketball players died on the same day, a Black Swan event. Both

exhibited symptoms consistent with a vaccine-caused death. Nobody is asking any questions.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/cary-watkins-conJrms-embalmer-richard (02/14/2022)
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PROTECT THE HEART AND MENTAL HEALTH OF CHILDREN: The risks demonstrably outweigh the beneJts of COVID vaccination

in young children. A study out of Hong Kong showed one out of every 2,700 12 to 17-year-old boys being diagnosed with

myocarditis following the 2nd dose of Comirnaty vaccine, or 37 per 100,000 vaccinated. A study from Kaiser found the same rate

of myocarditis in 12 to 17-year-old American boys, 1/2700. PROTECT THE KIDS: DEMAND THE FDA VOTE NO ON EUA FOR 6

MONTH OLDS UP TO 5 YEARS! childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/protect-..  (02/09/2022)
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Hey Gui, not only if the risk is not measured, and they don't go away, if there are no studies there is no science to follow, Fake Dr

Tony Fake Science, Legacy Media shills, Virtue Signalers. The Schwab/Rockerfeller/Gates/PJzer/Fauci Fiendish Circus continue to

send out Monty Pythons Black Knight to deny any & all clear evidence their pet project is a complete disaster at best. (How close

are we for Fauci to be screaming, come back, I'll bite your bloody knees off?) Unfortunately, evermore likely being proven to be a

sick project of Arrogance of unprecedented order.

When death rates in America rise 40% in people under 65, & also the many reports of Female Reproductive Problems make perfect

sense. It would be horrible enough to target the spike protein to produce multiple vaccines to keep up with mutations, to strictly

choose the spike protein as a Jnancial decision might well be, but this stinks of retroactive abortions determined by the hubris of

Arrogant self-proclaimed we know best, we know all, Masters of the Universe. Masters of the great unwashed. By selecting the

spike protein as the target, your body to produces the most toxic portion of the virus.

The poisonous spike protein producing blood clots and abnormal bleeding even without the rest of the virus. Clotting and/or

hemorrhaging is your immune system attacking and destroying the cells inside your vascular system producing this spike protein.

The Jab/s attacks the reproductive abilities of the young & by the same token, takes out the oldest. Proactive & Retroactive

Abortions. Where is the Healthcare? Where is the Capitalism? Where is the Humanity?
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Yes, Just, the globalist elite is playing at being gods of disease medicine. The support is the pharmaceutical maJa and the

corruption of the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of

boosting the immune system with the support of traditional medicines. We cannot allow technology to dominate the existence of

the human being, we are biology and we must respect our immunological integrity in order to defeat diseases and not degenerate

the human race. Man was created to fully respect his humanity. The mRNA injections force the body to make deadly biological

weapons causing systemic damage to the vascular system, neurological system, reproductive organs, and immune system.

The globalist depopulation war against humanity is being rejected by brave citizens in all parts of the world. Crimes against

humanity are being committed with vaccines: their fraudulent science, media lies, censorship of the truth, and planned effort to

murder millions of innocent humans. The “vaccines” are the real pandemic of deaths, hunger and suffering. The "vaccines" now

want to kill children and make them slaves of the Pharmaceutical MaJa. The deliberate destruction of democracy, the rule of law

and our constitutions through chaos so that we ultimately accept losing our national and cultural identities and instead accept a

world government.” Fuelmich said.

PREMEDITATED MASS MURDER? DR REINER FUELLMICH'S UPCOMING LEGAL BATTLE AGAINST GATES, FAUCI & TEDROS

rumble.com/vsm05v-premeditated-mass-murder-dr-reiner-fuellmichs-upcomi..  (01/14/2022) REINER FUELLMICH: GRAND JURY |

DAY 2 rumble.com/vuutrk-reiner-fuellmich-grand-jury-day-2-english.html  (02/13/2022) DR. REINER FUELLMICH GIVES

ADDITIONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE GAND JURY INVESTIGATION

rumble.com/vuv4lz-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-gives-additional-remarks-about-..  (02/13/2022)
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There has been an increase in heart conditions in the UK and the US, but the media has been hard at work trying to normalize heart

conditions and is now even attributing them to everyday acts. They are still ignoring the most likely cause of the increase, which is

vaccine harm, and their reluctance to warn the public about possible adverse effects of taking the vaccine adds to their complicity

in CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/10/media-normalising-heart-conditions-shows-the..  (02/11/2022).

6-YEAR-OLD WITH VACCINE-INDUCED MYOCARDITIS ‘UNABLE TO WALK,’ AS REPORTS OF DEATHS, INJURIES AFTER COVID

VACCINES CLIMB STEADILY childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-child-vaccine-induced-my..  (02/11/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2022 7:38:24 AM
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The “fully vaccinated” pandemic continues as the latest data shows that the vast majority of Covid hospitalizations and deaths

occur in people who received the shots. Public Health Scotland reports that a staggering four in Jve hospitalizations and deaths

from covid, meaning that only 20 per cent of hospitalizations and deaths attributed to covid occur in unvaccinated people. The

data shows that the latest "wave" of negative health outcomes is occurring in people with three needle sticks, a demographic in

which the death rate skyrocketed 495 percent in the month of January.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/11/triple-vax-deaths-increase-by-495-percent-pa..  (02/11/2022)
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Can Super-Shots and ‘Morality Pills’ End COVID?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

For years, Big Pharma has had its eye on mRNA gene transfer technology. In 2019, a Milken Institute panel speciJcally discussed how they

might achieve the transition from conventional vaccine development to novel mRNA technology

)

A year into the rollout of the COVID jabs, we’re realizing just how lacking scientists’ understanding of these shots is. Or worse, they do

understand, and don’t care about the damage they cause

)

The COVID shots do not contain the identical mRNA found in the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The mRNA has been genetically manipulated in a

process called “codon optimization,” and this process is KNOWN to create completely unforeseen side effects

)

Codon optimization can result in protein misfolding, which in turn has been linked to lethal conditions such as neurodegenerative diseases

and heart failure

)

PJzer appears to have been the most aggressive in their codon optimization. In its Risk Management Plan submitted to the FDA, PJzer

admits that the codon optimization they did resulted in elevated gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT), which is an early marker of heart

failure

)
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news.yahoo.com/canadian-truckers-blockade-mandates-stupid-163813271.ht..   And don't be afraid of labels, Russel Brand

showing how "both" parties feed from the same teat. Just currently, DINO's are getting the bigger dose of mother's milk of

corruption, one may presume because the Predator$ need 'Clean' RINO's to dance with 'Clean' Dinos. Otherwise, it's inconvenient

extra work in their corrupt rigged system to accomplish all today's articles reveal. https://youtu.be/0Wts4yY7jRU  And some

labeling going on. www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-coldest-hardest-pill-to-swallow-about..
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I was looking at hemorrhagic fever - are these cases related to Lassa or is this just another dandy side effect of the covid vax?
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There is not now, nor has there ever been an upside to "the jab". As people with a functioning brain knew immediately Covid-19

was / is a politically motivated man-made virus created to cause a phony health emergency in order to spread fear among the

population in order to allow Big Pharma and the medical elite community and governments to force the public to accept the

dangerous and totally untested mRNA technology these maniacs have been salivating over since the 1970's. If you want to die

long before your time..... then by all means get inoculated with the "death serum". The mass hysterical obsession of liberal

governments to control the population of the globe should be all the proof you need that "this is not good for mankind".
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Well deJned maxxon: “The mass hysterical obsession of liberal governments to control the population of the globe should be all

the proof you need that "this is not good for mankind".” In the video slides you can clearly see the difference between vaccinated

and unvaccinated blood even if you don't have any medical training

lovinglifetv.com/dr-philippe-part-two-the-blood-slides-12-february-202..  EMERGENCY MEDICINE DOCTOR SHOWS MICRO BLOOD

CLOTS IN D-DIMER TESTS FOLLOWING COVID-19 SHOTS www.bitchute.com/.../RwKbDnR8BOzg  

Dr. Zandre Botha is in South Africa. She has seen a host of negative symptoms in her vaccinated patients: blood clots, arthritis

attacks, hypertension, heart attacks and, worst of all, metastatic cancer in vaccinated patients who were previously in remission.

But Dr. Botha says there are reasons to be optimistic. She believes that she may have developed a therapy that can improve her

patients' blood clotting. In the link: www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/12/doctor-Jnds-treatment-for-vaxx-victims-..
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It's a very corrupt and evil world we live in now where ones like Fauci can get away with murder. I'm repeating myself here; but i

know for a fact that one of my acquaintances died from the Covid jab; and another friend of mine now has clotting problems after

getting the PJzer jab.  He did not have problems before.  I know of two new-born babies who have heart issues; one has a hole in

her heart that needs to be operated on. Makes me wonder if their mothers had gotten a Covid jab.  Yes, the elitist cabal wants us

all gone.
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Yes, sunYowerjanis, suffering for many families to see their children sick for life. An article published in the American Heart

Association journal Circulation written by functional physician, cardiologist, and former cardiothoracic surgeon, Dr. Steven Gundry

found that a person's chances of suffering from acute coronary syndrome within the next Jve years is DOUBLED after receiving

two doses of mRNA injections. According to the Mayo Clinic, ACS refers to a variety of conditions caused by a sudden reduction in

blood Yow to the heart, including heart attacks.

Dr. Gundry reports that the average 5-year ACS risk score among 566 vaccinated cardiology patients reached 25%, compared to

just 11%. 5-year ACS risk score that was calculated among these patients before their vaccinations. The ACS risk score can be

calculated using what is known in cardiology as the PULS cardiac test, which measures several biomarkers of cardiovascular

inYammation and "heart muscle T-cell inJltration." www.naturalhealth365.com/mrna-jab-doubles-Jve-year-risk-of-heart-atta..

 (02/07/2022)
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Hi Guillermo, here's another relevant one from Steve Kirsch: Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who died

after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine: stevekirsch.substack.com/.../bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-results
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Thanks David, I had also posted the interesting Bhakdi/Burkhardt reference. This article is also interesting: ‘CRIMINAL’ THAT

PUBLIC IS ONLY NOW LEARNING ABOUT IMPACT OF COVID VACCINES. A new peer-reviewed study by researchers at Stanford

University Jnds that the spike protein created by COVID vaccines remains in the body much longer than previously believed and at

levels higher than those in severely ill COVID patients. COVID-19. Dr. Malone described the results as a possible "public health

policy nightmare" in an analysis on his Substack page: A HEALTH PUBLIC POLICY NIGHTMARE.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare  (08/02/2022) mRNA vaccines, he further explained, use a

modiJed chemical called pseudouridine to encode the spike protein and unique nanoparticles to deliver it.

It is a system, he said, that was approved “without fully understanding the implications and without the FDA requiring a full

preclinical toxicology regulatory package, including long-term monitoring, as is done with any other single chemical additive or

adjuvant. ” McCullough found from his review of studies that the lipid nanoparticles, which deliver the spike protein into the mRNA

system, "go straight to the heart." He believes this is why studies indicate a higher-than-expected rate of myocarditis, particularly in

children, associated with vaccinations.

And studies show that myocarditis from a COVID-19 infection tends to be mild and “inconsequential,” while vaccine-induced

myocarditis can be severe. “When kids get myocarditis after vaccination, 90% have to be hospitalized,” McCullough said in a

December podcast interview. "They have dramatic EKG changes, chest pain, early heart failure, need echocardiograms."

www.clarkcountytoday.com/news/health-nightmare-dr-robert-malone-spotli.. )
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Thanks Just, yes, violence despite the fact that "everything our politicians and their public health experts did or told us to do to

'Yatten the curve' or defeat the virus did not work." Proving once again that the Canadian government really isn't a democracy,

police were ordered to an international bridge to clear Freedom Convoy protesters Jghting a ridiculous and pointless COVID-19

vaccination mandate. 19 on Saturday in a move that never would have happened if the pass was blocked by leftist Black Lives

Matter demonstrations.

The order comes after an "emergency" virtual meeting between Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and President Joe Biden after the

regime pressured the Canadian leader to use more authority to clear the bridge.

www.theepochtimes.com/police-move-in-to-clear-blockade-at-canada-us-bo..  (02/12/2022).. LIVE: ROGER STONE EXPOSES

ESPIONAGE AGAINST TRUMP, TRUDEAU PLOTS TRUCKER SLAUGHTER, MODERNA CEO RUNS

rumble.com/vuy1wj-live-roger-stone-exposes-espionage-against-trump-tru..  (02/14/2022). US Freedom Convoy to SHUTDOWN

DC as Canada Unleashes Worldwide STORM!!! rumble.com/vuxrry-us-freedom-convoy-to-shutdown-dc-as-canada-unleashes..

 (02/14/2022)
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Mike Adams's podcast spoke about J.D. Rucker's interview with Dr. Yan Li-Meng (former Chinese scientist who defected to USA&

is in hiding). In her interview, she spoke about China's next bioweapon being released at the Olympics in China. She stated it is

similar to Hemorrhagic Fever. She stated it has a slower incubation period. Started in China, & then England. Apparently the only

big pharm option is Darzalex (monoclonal antibodies for multiple myeloma). So China is buying up all the supplies of it. Darzalez

blocks the expression of CD38. So when NAD+ is low, CD38 is over expressed. NR, NMN, purple colored veggies & fruit, Quercetin,

celery, & Luteolin are some of the other options discussed.
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//////“...a ‘morality pill.’ SpeciJcally, [CrutchJeld] suggests that widespread administration of psychoactive drugs could provide ‘moral

enhancement’ that would make people more likely to adhere to social norms such as wearing masks and adhering to social distancing

guidelines …”.////// What he is describing is not a “morality pill,” it’s a compliance pill. If these fools ever actually came up with a morality

pill that was universally administered, they would lose complete control of the population since no moral person would obey such idiocy.

And while we’re on the topic of misnaming things, this guy is called a “bioethicist”; I only take exception with “bio” part and the “ethicist”

part; otherwise, it’s Jne.
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Yes, David, the purpose of psychopathic minds is control and lack of empathy. True science needs a "morality pill" to change the

moral behavior of the globalist elites to avoid the genocide of the "vaccines", but that said pill does not prevent the prosecution of

crimes against humanity. A moral pill for unscrupulous psychopaths, corrupt politicians, white-collar thieves, compulsive liars...

These pills should be mandatory for these groups instead of "vaccines" The Transhumanism of "vaccines" is fascism when it

imposes the control of people to get sick.

A pill of morality should be a review of our educational systems based on competitiveness, the values transmitted to our children,

the models of success and behavior... The solution is not drugs that "control" people, the solution passes for encouraging virtues,

conversion of heart and love, empathy with our fellow men, not the transgenic "vaccines" with which these heartless people who

want to dominate the world, sickening the minds and bodies of people.
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Hi Guillermo, great points. The issue of morality has nothing to do with a pill, but if there were such a thing, I think we know who

needs to take them.
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Darzoum, Morality Pills??? How can the people who brought a national mass Pharmaceutical Opioid addiction, to than like the

Jab/s when denial no longer works, throw their addicts under the bus & into the streets, have any clue as to what morality is?

What's the incentive when it's their own rigged systems who slaps them on the wrist and scolds them with you shouldn't have done

that? No accountability, yet if a snot nose kid got caught selling their products would most likely still be rotting in prison.

The same people who continue to peddle med's feeding continuous other malady's so as to sell more of the same. Many like

statins or even insulin for illness that could be prevented in the Jrst place, reverse for many in the second. The same people in

collusion with the rest of their crooked system who continue to circle the wagons to defend the same. How could they remotely

have a clue as to what morality is? Sorry, morality in their world is taught to be - compliance - to their delusions of perfection.

By the way, the second video clip on the Milken Institute if a legitimate Media existed, one who didn't need the heavy-handed

Silicon Tech Censorship but relied on honest integrity, Morality, it would be plastered on every news show morning, noon, & night &

PBS would have been in its third or fourth documentary by now. Being as it too is owned, (sorry, controlled,) by a Fascist 1% if it

does happen would be ten years from now & those left wouldn't begin to know what they were talking about.
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Huge amounts, billions of dollars are involved in these so-called public health decisions, makes it highly di|cult for anyone "on the

outside" to separate morality vs ethics vs overt greed. These appear tightly intertwined, like Stan's snake, yes? Compliance with

what? to add to sheep being herded to the shearer? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Day 3 of the Grand Jury: "Grand Jury Day 3: PCR Test

(The Peoples ‘Court of Public Opinion Feb 13, 2022)" - www.bitchute.com/.../aojkmeClHIY7  - another 5 hrs, interesting interviews

from a variety of people.
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“Psycho-pathetic” drugs are already in existence. Think benzodiazepines. .. think alcoholism… think societal drug dependence…

think a psychologically broken down American society where addiction: lack of personal control and dependence has become a

standard of American life. Where this psycho-pathetic fog impairs the most perfect 20/20 vision. The perfect storm… and the

perfect foundation for the $ hungry predator$. Society has been feeding these capital-hungry predators for decades, by giving up

personal control and allowing complete manipulation paying for it with loss of life: jobs, earnings, savings, health and eventually

lives- no questions asked. Covid is the reaping of the seeds sowed. Without strengthening this soggy foundation, this scenario will

repeat again and again and again until life can no longer exist.
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Hi, David. IMHO; we continue to focus on the wrong content. What we should be focusing on; is how to escape this Dystopian

Nightmare and reclaim our lives - we already have all the info/evidence that we need, in regards to what's really going on here. If

we don't; we will lose EVERYTHING - and I am not being melodramatic here! "Make sure to get your three covid shots and booster

shots, for life; and any pills that we deem necessary, to keep you "protected" - but, continue to block your breathing apparatus with

the useless and dangerous mask, as it will offer further protection; except on the occasions when you can simply remove it to eat

or drink or smoke outside, or...!"

I offer two lamestream articles from this morning; that are so inundated with errors in 'logic' and 'reasoning' that it makes me want

to rip my hair out!!! As usual; I predict that for the most part, these articles will be totally ignored...nothing I can do about that!

theprovince.com/news/local-news/woman-who-cant-wear-a-mask-speaks-up-f..

 | theprovince.com/news/local-news/covid-19-a-look-at-what-restrictions-c..   At least here in BC; Liquor Stores have been

designated an "Essential Business" throughout this plandemic. Am I the only one who sees the utter criminality and insanity of this

"decision"? Can we throw a little more gasoline on that Jre!
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At least some good news. DC Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that she will eliminate the city's vaccination requirement

for businesses and "re-mark" the city's indoor mask rules. The announcement comes amid falling COVID-19 case rates and a

growing number of states that have similarly relaxed pandemic restrictions as the omicron spike appears to be receding.

dcist.com/.../dc-bowser-vaccine-mask-mandate  (02/14/2022)
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Based on the many articles by people who were rejected for non Covid related hospital procedures unless they subjected

themselves to the "shot", it is very clear that nobody is safe in any hospital in the U.S. and most likely world-wide. There is no way

to stay safe except by staying away from any medical professional with a syringe. They are all insane.
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Hi JUSTSTEVE, as usual, you make some important points; they highlight the the utter hypocrisy involved in all of this. Imagine

being so spiritually crippled that even when your so-called “thinking” turns to matters of human virtue, you start with the notion of

delivering it in a pill! That level of preconception should disqualify anyone from ever again claiming “it’s the science.”

Hi RREALROSE, they’ve tied “ethics” and money into such a Gordian Knot that even Alexander would just shake his head and walk

away; thanks for the link.

Hi SNO1526, good points, especially about the loss of control pharma industries help to instill in folks… Have we Jnally gotten to

the point where more people can see the ludicrous premise behind the entire pharma model?

Hi RANDY, yes, you’re right, the bigger dystopian picture is the priority; the gulf between a genuine health mediation and what we’ve

actually had as a “pandemic response” should be the opportunity for more people to Jnd their way to that bigger picture; thanks

for the links.

Hi GUILLERMO, yes, good about D.C…. so much of the “good news” going forward will probably just be undoing a lot of the “bad

news” that had been installed as policy in the Jrst place.

Hi MAXXON, I feel exactly the same way… whatever it takes, do your best to stay out of hospitals… too dangerous!
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Darzoum, yes, Gordian knot! thanks for the reference. Was visualizing a Caduceus - snakes and wings, turned upside down and

opposite use of that symbology.
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In that Forbes article about the Morality pill. They forget the t, not morality, but mortality pill. But good news for people in Oklahoma, they

have a choice now. www.ntd.com/doctors-can-prescribe-ivermectin-hydroxychloroquine-to-tre..
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Yes, Pete.Smith, very good news. Judges also have fair verdicts. A Virginia hospital has yielded to a court order and allowed

ivermectin to be administered to a patient infected with the Wuhan coronavirus. The medical center allowed the use of the

deworming drug after a judge threatened Jnes of $10,000 a day. The move was a victory for the family of Kathy Davies, who has

been receiving treatment for COVID-19 for several months at Fauquier Health in Warrenton, Virginia. Her husband and her son

launched a legal battle against the hospital in early December 2021 to allow the use of ivermectin on her.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/hospital-backs-down-allows-patient-to-receiv..
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Proteins play a crucial role in cell receptors. The codons do not an isolated process in the body--they also affect all "downstream"

metabolic actions and life function. Nonetheless, I am not as interested in the genetic aspects of the jab as the semiconductor

properties. In terms of health, affecting the bio-electro-magnetics of the body has serious implications. However, I am much more

concerned about the mind control and messaging technologies facilitated.  None of this is good, no matter how you look at it. As my

father-in-law would say... "It may not do a body harm, but it sure as h3II does not do it any good". Man needs to have the humility to avoid

certain kinds of knowledge. These megalomaniacs do not even seem concerned for the children. They have already sold their souls.

Justice cannot come soon enough.
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Yes, Almond the children are the main victims of this massacre caused by the "vaccines". A true epidemic of degenerative

diseases, including mental disorders and cancer that will prey on children and cause the degeneration of the human race. “The

risks demonstrably outweigh the beneJts of COVID vaccination in young children. A study out of Hong Kong showed one out of

every 2,700 12 to 17-year-old boys being diagnosed with myocarditis following the 2nd dose of Comirnaty vaccine, or 37 per

100,000 vaccinated. A study from Kaiser found the same rate of myocarditis in 12 to 17-year-old American boys, 1/2700.”

PROTECT THE KIDS: DEMAND THE FDA VOTE NO ON EUA FOR 6 MONTH OLDS UP TO 5 YEARS!

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/protect-..  (02/09/2022)
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I also think about what will happen to the kids. Between us my mate and I have 4 kids. 2 with the double jab, 1 the J&J and one no

vax. We are not vaxxed, had mild covid and take d,c and zinc daily. We have seen our over 80 relatives decline and die in the past 6

months. Now we are seeing friends in their 70s decline. The news highlights young athletes and formerly healthy people dropping

dead. We have decided to not down size into the smaller house just yet. We are fully prepared to take in the grand kids when their

parents become ill. We grieved with each announcement by the kids they had been vaxxed.  We are the only grands that are not

vaccinated and in good health. We are 65 and 70. 2 short years ago, our peers were mostly healthy and active. My 33 yo son has

moved back home and runs his business from home, he is the unvaxxed one. We will be putting as much of the 1/2 acre usable

ground into garden this season. Preparing for survival is our main job.
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I agree totally but how do we Jnd all of the maniacs involved. We know where all the "leaders of this death scheme are" but what

about all of the little sheepish medical acolytes who are administering the shots etc? How can we possibly Jnd and punish them

all?? It must be done very thoroughly to make sure it can never happen again. Now that China performed a successful Beta test

when will it repeat it? This is so bad on every level.
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maxxon and all... The health care workers who are promoting this will not be identiJed and singlesd out... those who met their

quotas for getting a certain percentage of their patients jabbed and received bonuses or were merely allowed to keep their

jobs/licenses for not speaking out... those who refuses to see unvaxed patients... Just like In Germany, they will be allowed to

continue in practice--because the nation will need medical staff more than ever. In this respect, the best outcome would be for

more states to license naturopathic practitioners and others, continue their education and increase their skill levels (esp.

specializing in surgery), until naturopathic hospitals could be opened.

This is the kind of competition the nation needs. Then, hopefully, once people had options, the old system of medicine would die

off of it's own accord. Likewise, a lot of the rot is in the religious institutions... those that have been coopted thru accepting federal

dollars as a major funding source. This money often comes with strings attached. We have largely lost "the black-robed column"

that used to stand up for our rights. Many churches are little more than glamorized coffee houses, social centers and

entertainment venues. They no longer project a strong message for fear of offending someone. If Jesus were to come back today,

he would not recognize many of them by their works.

It was also many of the churches that supported the N*zis. History will repeat itself and many who were "just following orders" will

escape. (They will emerge again and again.) We will need to be vigilant and keep removing those in power so as to change th3e

direction of society. Maybe all societies become burdened with bureaucracy over time. Perhaps the only solution is to start over

new. The limiting factor has become that we have run out of new frontiers to set up shop. Yet, I do have hope that many will be

brought to justice. The magnitude of their evil deeds will not remain hidden.
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Almond, w/ regard to churches, our Bill of Rights purposefully disconnected religion from the State because of the track record of

Babylonian-Romish Augustinian religion joined at the hip w/ State,& we had 1 Bible. The strategic anti-response was to proliferate

'versions': adding to,subtracting from; to 'remove from the foundations of truth for Law, & to revise Law so that anything in line w/

biblical morality became a 'religious' issue to be attacked on the grounds of 'separation of church& State'.

In fact, the antichrist& very pagan Humanist Society changed its whole identity from a religious-philosophical organization to a

'scientiJc' one, on Darwin (who ironically got his ideas from his grandfather Erasmus' pragmatic love& attachment to certain of the

ancient pagan philosophers: his motto 'All from Shells'& book, 'Zoonomia' witnessing;James Battel recently brought back to our

attention the book giving account of Charles Darwin's repentance&distancing himself from the steering promoters of the theory

such as Huxley, seeing the elite racist overtones& amazed by the changed lives of the Tahitian natives given the Bible& believing

it).

Moving forward, many of the churches still separated, who'd recognized the danger under the 'liberal' Johnson& the IRS

entanglements, were deceived by the 'conservative' label, Rome's Vatican II facelift,& Senator Dole's deal. The laws affecting

education& insurance were also crafted to tempt&entangle, especially those w/ alternative schools to the 'public' steering,&

lawsuits no one could afford to win.

But the last& most deceitful& crafty move came via the old Masonic inJltrating, monetary control Babylonian tactics, when CFR

member Rick Warren& those attached to him,Rome& the many forms of craft began inJltrating& turning individualchurches by

stealth. Finally, there was a wave of strange antichrist, anti-literate spiritism that swept thru: marked by the fact that the prophets

did NOT have knowing spiritual control.1 Co14:32
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This is out and out murder, what they are doing to our fellow humans. I still have not taken it. Never have taken any Yu shot. God has

directed me and I will follow his orders.
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Amen! And the principle for not deJling the Temple of the Holy Spirit for Christians is found here: evident truth & scripture

corroborating, at the mouth of two or three witnesses these things are established :  1Co 6:15-20 KJB Know ye not that your

bodies are the members of Christ? shall I then take the members of Christ, and make them the members of an harlot? God forbid.

1Co 6:16 What? know ye not that he which is joined to an harlot is one body? for two, saith he, shall be one Yesh. 1Co 6:17 But he

that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit. 1Co 6:18 Flee fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is without the body; but he that

committeth fornication sinneth against his own body. 1Co 6:19 What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost

which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own? 1Co 6:20 For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in

your body, and in your spirit, which are God's
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Vaccines are poisons. Vaccines are synthetic chemical concoctions that the only thing they do effectively is A Damage to the body. Every

single person who got vaccinated for any reason since 1950 got damaged to some degree. And most health problems they acquired

during their life time could be traced to their vaccine. Stephen Harrod Buhner(well known herbalist) has written few books on herbs as the

most powerful anti-microbials, anti-virals, anti-pathogens of any kind. He tells about polio vaccine in the 1950s. Already then the

pharmaceutical gangsters have Jgured out how much money they can grab from vaccinating every single country. Most people even

today believe that Polio was so dangerous, as people then believed and were so scared.

In fact Polio was exactly as Corona today. Only less than 1% reacted badly by paralyzation, and the rest of the population got Yu-like

symptoms. Fauci, PJzer and the whole pharmaceutical mob are the enemies of the world. From Stephen Harrod Buhner website

(stephenharrodbuhner.com) a quote by John Steinbeck "And this I believe: that the free, exploring mind of the individual human is the

most valuable thing in the world. And this I would Jght for: the freedom of the mind to take any direction it wishes, undirected. And this I

must Jght against: any idea, religion, or government which limits or destroys the individual." – John Steinbeck
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, Big Pharma has learned over the real and faked events, how to best capitalize on fear and panic. What got my attention

was mRNA has been used in animal vaccines since the 1990s - speciJcally in dogs. Over that same time period, dogs as pets,

don't live nearly as long as they used to. Then you Jnd out there were known manufacturing issues, where the stability of the

formulas was in question: di|cult to get uniform distribution of mRNA in PEG capsules throughout. Apparently changed the

production requirements and rolled these shots out anyway, knowing that some mRNA would be way over the limit and some way

under.

Eventually we learn more corners were cut at every step of the process, more dangers introduced. Beyond toxic, these synthetically

induced spikes last for months, way longer than any 3 to 5 day viral replication period, thereby potentially inducing far more health

issues much faster than the SV 40 found 15 years later in those early polio shots. This shot paradigm needs to go away, be gone!!

Along with these corporations Yying the Jolly Roger, capitalizing on fear.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Zino...USA polio rates in the 1940's-50's correlated with the schedule of DDT spraying and application of lead arsenate to

agricultural Jelds. Sweet-smelling DDT gas was sprayed on children in parks, etc. This idea is explored in "Dissolving Illusions" by

Dr. Suzanne Humphries and Forrest Maready in "Moth in the Iron Lung". Stefan Lanka is the MD who noticed the polio virus was

never proven to exist. Drs Tom Cowan and A Kaufman have also explored this idea and the evidence. rrealrose...can you cite a

source for PEG encapsulation challenges of mRNA?
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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Real vaccines that were created and properly and correctly tested before any "illegal mass inoculations" as deJned by the medical

ethics code of conduct have worked miracles. However the mRNA gene therapy has not. A video circulating of a conference of

alleged medical professionals and scientists from early 2019 shows proof positive that the Covid-19 pandemic was planned and

executed as a biological attack speciJcally to force the population to allow a dangerous and totally untested technology to use the

population of the globe as "Guinea Pigs".  The question is now "WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT IT? Fatality predictions from real medical

experts paint a very dire picture indeed. Conservation organizations have been worried for decades about the extinction of many

animal species. Now they had better worry about the extinction of mankind. That is exactly how bad the predictions are.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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CMT - yes, its in a recent Hot Lots interview Willem Engel had recently - placeholder - had trouble Jnding it before reJnding??? so

start with this discussion: FORMER PFIZER EXECUTIVE DR. MIKE YEADON PRESENTS COMPELLING EVIDENCE OF

PREMEDITATED MASS MURDER - www.bitchute.com/.../CYSe0srTZJ5Y
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Cathyval
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:00:52 PM
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Would blood donation help eliminate the numbers of spike protein? Is the blood supply chain tainted? Would use of a dialysis machine

help?
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

You could not donate blood quickly enough to remove the spike proteins to make a signiJcant difference. However, you have

Jgured out the solution, but it is not dialysis but plasmapheresis which will allow one to Jlter these spike proteins out of your

blood. Unfortunately there are only two private centers in the US that perform this and the rest are in hospitals who will never

approve this therapy for COVID treatment. Not only that but with existing devices the cost of every treatment is $5K and you will

likely need 5-10 treatments. I am actually in the process of establishing a group of private physicians that can provide this therapy

and hopefully for half the cost.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM
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Perhaps you could be "lucky" enough to develop Guillain Barré syndrome as a reaction to the vaccine, the solution for which is

often plasmapheresis. Then, it would likely be hospital approved and at least partially covered by insurance, but I wouldn't pray for

that. It's a fascinating process, plasmapheresis. My wife had Guillain Barré years ago, and I got to watch the whole set up. But the

process of diagnosis and treatment crossed 7 different disciplines (neurology, hematology, cardiology, pulmonology, etc.), and the

total bill was close to $1 million. So you're better off not taking the vaccine.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good hands ......Just a little question ...was your wife ever diagnosed .I had done some quick research and found many of these

cases were lyme disease ....There are so many similarities with medical pharma damage and lyme
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dividingcricker, yes, she was. She originally presented with Yu-like symptoms, but the peripheral neuropathy (numbness in

extremeties, etc.) set in rather quickly, and she was on a ventilator within 12 hours of admission. They kept asserting that it had to

be botulism (constantly asked me, "Are you SURE you don't can your own pickles?"), but they ultimately determined that she had

mononucleosis and that her body was attacking her peripheral nervous system as a result. The plasmapheresis worked like magic

in rather short order.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascinating & practical discussion. If there's justice in this world, the people responsible will be held accountable, & pay for this

treatment out of their ill-gotten & seized gains.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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This may not be the optimal place to put this but I thought Dr. Mercola will like to hear this report from a vaccinated Doctor on Medscape.

He's had tremendous success with "Intermittent Fasting." Here's what he said: "Dr. Phil 4 DAYS AGO Hello Everyone. Have not posted here

in a long time. I won't get into my story. If you want to know my experience please read my previous posts. Just wanted to give an update

and give some advise of what I did to help my symptoms of twitching and nerve damage. First, I took a lot of supplements like Zinc, B

Vitamins , Turmeric and Magnesium.

I even ate raw ginger and garlic as I heard had good anti inYammatory and detoxing properties. Not sure those helped. But I started

noticing immediate results after I started Intermittent Fasting, First I did 16-8 window. Where I would fast 16 hours and eat in a 8 hour

window. I would start my eating window at 1pm - 8 pm. Now I do more like 17 - 7 or 18 - 6. The point is anyone that has done research on

fasting will tell you the body will cleanse and cure itself when you fast as it will breakdown old protein and enter Autophagy which is the

breakdown of old cells to create new ones.

This includes nerve cells. Not to mention all the beneJts on brain health, weight and general well being. Even mood is improved. I HIGHLY

recommend everyone on here that is having issues after the vaccine to fast. It will take at least a month to notice any difference. Also eat

foods which promotes Glutathione which is a very potent and powerful anti oxidant that your body produces naturally. I personally eat a

lot and I mean ALOT of Asparagus. Asparagus is a very healthy and nutrient vegetable that helps your body create this important

antioxidant. Other foods include avocado and blueberries. But Asparagus is the most powerful one. Feel free to do your own research but

this has changed my life, I would say I am almost completely cured, 98% at least. " www.medscape.com/.../vaccine-insi
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Riccio
Joined On 10/8/2011 4:01:06 AM
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Good idea, I will try harder. I am 77 and probably do too much activity - I get a bit dizzy after 14 hours with no food. All the

movement is to keep from increasing weight. Maybe I could do a little less, eat less and extend the 14 hours - which now seems

like forever. I also take a lot of supplements, mostly because I am gluten intolerant and have some absorption problems. I am an

expat living in Italy and the food is hard to resist. I have recently tried steamed Asparagus - but it seemed that the stuff was too old

and tough -- I probably need to try again. Any suggestions would be appreciated. Best Regards, Riccio Some background info on

another post today.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM
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The article disappeared. I guess that it does confront the main narative.
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Riccio
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Hello everyone, some personal info FYI. I am male, good weight, good health, take lots of supplements, 77 years old, and not vaxed. I just

had Omicron, my experience was a nothing burger. Very mild headaches, 3° C fever, some upper back discomfort. Basically didn't change

my daily habits except for a long sleeved under shirt. I am an expat living in Italy, and know of at least three non vaxed who died, two of

delta and one of Omicron, about 65 -70 I would guess, but impossible to know their chemical health. In addition, 9 friends of friends who

were triple vaxed also died, everyone thinks 6 had delta and three Omicron. My doc continues to insist I am lucky - I happen to think it is

the supplements, the rowing machine, the Versa Climber, the magnetic exercise bike, walking 5 km every day with a 6 kg back pack and

not eating much garbage food. Unfortunately in Italy, everything tastes good, so the stuff not to eat is actually harder than the exercise.

Best regards, Riccio
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Thank you Riccio!
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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I, and perhaps other readers in the United States, are being "importuned" by the American Red Cross to donate blood, there being said to

be a critical shortage, and to be "incentivized" with a $10 Amazon gift card.  The website also says the prospective donor needs to know

the facts - the maker, etc. - of her/his "jab."  This is bothersome to me. Is the Red Cross going to sort blood donations by makers?  This

pile of blood bags for PJzer while this separate pile of blood bags is for J&J, this for Moderna, etc. Is there any testing for what remains

of the vaccine in the donated blood? And if you or I are the poor sad sucker in the hospital in need of blood or a blood product, will our

record subsequently show what we received so that future conditions can be traced? Mercola, Malone, Kennedy, or some zealous

researcher needs to get on this ASAP. What's the future for the blood supply in the United States?
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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Since I have read that mixing the products from different manufacturers is not safe they would have to sort it IF THEY CARED. Will

they ? I have no faith in any medical related organizations or agencies anymore.  The doctors of the world who take an oath to "do

no harm" are part of the Covid Madness Cabal now. If your own personal physician is vaxxed you must be absolutely vigilant.

Anybody that gets near me with a syringe will end up on the Yoor. I'm sorry but this is pure "self defense". TRUST NO ONE !!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your best bet for clearing spike protein is as usual raising Charge Terrain/pH aka body voltage...NAC/RALA and sulfur containing

eggs/garlic/onions/brassicas to raise glutathione levels and enhance the sulfation of cholesterol to be made into Vit D...This goes best

with large intakes of Vitamin C antioxidant electrons and varied plant polyphenols to protect overall electron populations, molecular

bonds of cell/tissue structures and limit oxidative stress.....NAC can be quickly effect via nebulization and should be alternated with the

oxidation side of redox balance with nebulized H2O2 to destroy pathogens, useless antibodies and cell debris....

Sauna helps detoxiJcation, protein re-folding and adds electron energy by charging the 99% water molecules we are.  Covid is but the

apex of a mountain of pharmaceutical propaganda and a shutdown of free-Yow information on health...As with the energy, military,

chemical and agriculture maJas...Take a little time while enjoying network news to identify all the bullshit artists in govt and media still

spinning vaxxes/protests/Ukraine/Russiagate/etc. so you never get sucked into their next fear campaign or distrust those who actually

speak truth and freedom.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Dr. Zandre Botha is in South Africa. She has seen a host of negative symptoms in her vaccinated patients: blood clots, arthritis

attacks, hypertension, heart attacks and, worst of all, metastatic cancer in vaccinated patients who were previously in remission.

But Dr. Botha says there are reasons to be optimistic. She believes that she may have developed a therapy that can improve her

patients' blood clotting. In the link: www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/12/doctor-Jnds-treatment-for-vaxx-victims-..
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM
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Hello forbiddenhealing: Good to see you're still on the case. I haven't been posing for several years now. But I'm still alive...
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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I am past 70 and knew the minute the government went more "insane crazy" that Covid-19 was a pre-planned politically motivated

program of population control and mankind extermination. Everything I have read and heard since early 2020 has only conJrmed

my initial conclusions. All the countries of the world have been bragging about their high rates of inoculation, except China.  My

rhetorical question is a very simple one; WHY?
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Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Thanks Gui...And I'm hearing more about vertigo fr covid and liver damage among the vaxxed.  Paul, Better vertical than horizontal

eh.  Maxxon...Hope pendulum is swinging back...Just counted 5 dead skunks within 1 mile on way to town...A sign?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Ya know, I've never thought playing God was a good idea - and I'm even more sure of it now. Sorry guys - not interested in your 'new

technology.'  Playing guinea pig has never been a thrilling concept for me, however, there seems to be a ton of people happy to hand their

lives over. These super Yu shots, etc., wasn't there a time we learned that by injecting straight into the body, you bypass the liver which is

your greatest defense? You don't want to sneak something by it, right?!  I don't know the speciJcs; I just remember hearing that and it

making sense to me.  There's plenty we can do to stop the Yu, to lessen the Yu, to assist the body. I don't understand why allopathic

medicine has to be so harsh.

None of this hard to kill/treat - if you know what you're doing, if you have good people like Dr. Mercola and so many others teaching how

to optimize health and take care of ourselves without introducing all these crazy ingredients into the body. At this point, how do we even

know they work? Every year my friend gets her Yu shot and gets the Yu - but she says it's a much milder form than she would have gotten.

How does she know? Every year I don't get the Yu or the shot - haha - and my 2/2020 type A showstopper was only 4 days because I knew

what to do, but it had been decades before that.  I guess we hand over our everything these days, why not our health too?  Ya, no thanks.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, tracy, the globalist elites are playing gods of disease medicine. The support is the pharmaceutical maJa and the corruption of

the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the

immune system with the support of traditional medicines. What is surprising is that nurses with natural immunity are being Jred

while being forced to receive the snake's venom. There have been other endemic coronaviruses for at least a hundred years, for

which we have long-lasting natural immunity. Unsurprisingly, we also have natural immunity after Covid-19 illness, as there have

been very few reinfections with severe illness or death, despite the virus circulating widely. For most viruses, natural immunity is

better than vaccine-induced immunity, and that's true for Covid as well.

In one large study to date, those vaccinated were about 27 times more likely to have symptomatic disease than those with natural

immunity. brownstone.org/articles/hospitals-should-hire-not-Jre-nurses-with-nat..  Finally, after several months, the CDC admitted

that natural immunity is more effective against the Wuhan coronavirus than vaccines. This contradicts his earlier claim that

immunity induced by COVID-19 vaccines is better. The hidden evidence is that the CDC changes its advice rather than admit that

vaccines don't work. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-natural-immunity-trumps-vaccin..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui! You know, I am still being told by people that the shot gives better immunity and natural immunity doesn't last.

What a shame that people hold onto the lies, even after the CDC admits they're wrong :(
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Tracy lovestosing, here is the latest on the hemorrhagic fever (HF) from Natural News. You mentioned this in an earlier comment

to Gui. The HF is another bioweapon engineered in a lab in China. It has a 3 to 4 week incubation period and is being dispersed

among visitors and participants at the winter olympics. Symptoms will not show until people have arrived home around the world.

The HF will cause bleeding through multiple oriJces and the skin. An antidote is a J&J cancer drug for myeloma repurposed for HF.

It is expensive, in short supply, and seems China has the market cornered. In addition to rallies and convoys to stop mandates we

need strategies to undermine the great reset. www.naturalnews.com/2022-02-14-shock-claim-china-has-released-another-..
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Cont. Tracy. Here is a link to a worldwide movement with strategies to undermine and stop the great reset/transhumanism.

www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way this ends is when the world ends it. The satan worshiping psychopaths will not stop until they are exterminated from the

face of the Earth. I see Mike Adams is reporting that a whistleblower is reporting that china has released another bio weapon on the

Olympic athletes so that they spread it all over the world. WWIII is coming.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi Big. Some will not make it to Tokyo. Young athletes around the world are dropping dead in record numbers, and the obvious

culprit is Wuhan's coronavirus "vaccines." Since these abominations were launched under "Operation Warp Speed", serious adverse

events in healthy professional athletes have skyrocketed 60-fold. The numbers (as documented below) show that there have been

more "events" in a recent 4-month period than in over 20 years, representing a more than 60-fold increase in the rate of events.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/over-a-60x-increase-in-serious-adverse  (12/26/2021)
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM
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@Big Follow the work of Stefan Lanka, Tom Cowan and other and you will see the so-called virus does not make us ill, but rather is

the result of an illness. What they're seeing is cell debris. People get sick but a 'virus' is not it. Maybe EMF's, chemtrails,

pollution....everything combined? The injections are deJnitely making us sick. I wouldn't worry about Chinese releasing

anything....I would worry about fear psyops such as the one we're living in...and the Cabal's solution to it.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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I'm afraid we're already in it big...just a different type of warfare: all psyche, deceit, propaganda manipulations & poison in the

guise of 'advances' and 'helps'.  If it's the big one, Psalm 83 & Ezekiel 38-39 and Rev 16 KJB may apply & give more detail in the

immediate & full context & counsel.  As for the whistleblower....isn't that odd & sort of a pattern? A month ago they were saying the

next big bioweapon attack & plague would be ebola....and this month it's 'hemorrhagic fever'? Last time they had a 'military

Olympics' and this time the world was stupid enough to send its athletes to China for the international Olympics? And the athletes

dumb enough to go? It's like a bad episode of 'Dumb and Dumber'......or a bad hypnosis scene from 'Veronica the Teenage Witch'.
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I was reading about this as well - but it's funny, (not funny) - Gui's Jrst sentence: As Dr. Mercola reports: “Clotting and/or

hemorrhaging is due to the fact that your immune system will attack and destroy the cells inside your vascular system that

produce spike protein.” ... I got to thinking - is this what's coming next? Or is it a side effect? Now my sweet girlfriend has to have

surgery for TWO aneurisms. Here we go :(
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doctorsn1
Joined On 2/15/2022 3:02:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't you just spell it out? Prion disease: Jakob-Creutzfeldt, Kuru, Bovine Spongiform encephalitis. Misfolded proteins get you THAT,

or a cogener of that. Rare diseases made common by abnormal RNA, coding for abnormal amino acid chains, coding for abnormal

proteins, coding for abnormal ribosomes, mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum, coding for abnormal folding of structural and

signaling proteins, coding for abnormalities of microvasculature, and therefore vaso vasorum and vaso nervorum, producing cardiac,

renal, CNS/PNS/ANS and other compromises/abnormalities. It just goes on. Some people succumb early if they already have

microvascular disease, others later, maybe years later. The young with large stem cell populations may escape, the others will take a hit in

one form or another eventually. This is basic science y'all. Not rocket science. How this has escaped worldwide publication is a mystery.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2022 3:13:10 AM
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, abbreviated CJD, is deJned in the online New Oxford American Dictionary as "a fatal degenerative

disease affecting nerve cells in the brain, causing mental, physical, and sensory disturbances such as dementia and seizures. It is

believed to be caused by prions and hence to be related to BSE and other spongiform encephalopathies such as kuru and scrapie."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2022 6:35:17 PM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I don't get is how these people like Milken & Fauci are supposed to be a counter to Davos. They support & promote the same things,

rub elbows with the same people (Bill Gates, Trump, etc) Not just the Sackler's got pardons, Milken did, too. Meanwhile, these

'conservatives' for all their pharasaical, inquisitorial, hypocritical 'morality' talk....by immoral means (?!), support Trump as an alternative.

Quigley told the truth & the major 'cheating' on our system happened way, way upstream of 2020, bad as that was....and so obvious.

Almost too obvious: like staging for the next big 'change' w/ surprises built in like Homeland Security, probably already written.

He gave pardons to the likes of the Sackler's, Milken and Blagojevich: while a woman who Yed the country to protect her daughter from

sexual abuse from a former partner with shared custody of a type that had a 5-year-old speaking of suicide after being court-ordered to

turn her back over to the abuser, who appealed to this 'Christian' and 'conservative' president for pardon still sits in prison for an

international kidnapping charge! With all those legit & actual child-tra|cking criminals at the border ignored, or released back into

society.

Lisa Miller voluntarily came forward upon her return from Nicaragua, & gave herself up after her daughter reached majority with rights to

protect her own self. These people don't care about what's right. They care only about money & power, lording over others & corrupting,

deJling anything good, right, true, pure & holy that they can. This whole thing may well be judgment on a nation& world that has suffered

such things for lust & money.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How did we get here? I believe it all started with sanctuary cities during the post 9/11 implosions. Once those that are paid and sworn to

follow the law stop, Anarcho-tyranny follows. Up is down, down is up. They proved that round up causes cancer in a court of law and yet it

is still sprayed on every conventional crop. After the 20 years to admit chemical cigarets cause cancer you would think we could do

better, considering the 4th branch of government has grown 1000% larger since those days. 20,000 dead from a shot in 2021 ( real Jgure

probably 200,000) and we get nothing. back in the 1970's they rushed out a Yu shot and it killed 50. It ended immediately. We have proof

that the death rate for those 18-60 is up 40% in 2021. This is unheard of yet it gets, again, nothing. When this dam breaks it will be epic.

Come Jesus.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“It’s not a vaccine It’s an IQ test” - Paul Vonharnish - (January 18, 2022) Jus' sayin'...
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lyn6058
Joined On 6/9/2019 2:10:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless you and Dr. Becker - love you both!
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ErikaBeth
Joined On 5/18/2017 3:41:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I work in both an academic and health setting that mandates the vaccine to remain employed:(. I don’t have a access to a Sauna like Dr

Mercola described. Would 4-6 day water fasting every so often be of any beneJt ?
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deepdance1hotmail.com
Joined On 8/13/2021 3:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

do not comply. if you do, you are more vulnerable to chronic disease and early death.
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I was Jred a couple weeks ago due to the mandate by a local government for which I worked. You really want to sit down and do a

risk/reward analysis on this decision. It sounds like you could very likely transform yourself into some other role somewhere. You

may want to take a look at nomoresilence.world (yes, that's dot world, not dot com), c19vaxreactions.com and realnotrare.com. If

you've already taken the shots, get a d-dimer blood test to see if you have clotting going on in there. And from every natural health

person I've heard talk about it, YES, longer fasts, intermittent fasting and keto help clean up damaged proteins, organelles and

cells.
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Erikabeth, You can also take proteolytic enzymes on a daily basis which when taken on an empty stomach will travel the body

eating and removing rogue proteins. This method is also used in natural cancer therapy. The three main types are Serrapeptase,

Nattokinase and the new and best one, Lumbrokinase. Dr Mercola states that Nattokinase is about 30 times stronger in it's clean

up potential than Serrapeptase but Lumbrokinase is about 300 times stronger. Lumbrokinase is the go to enzyme to clean the

blood. Dr M has them in his own brand name, the only name I would personally trust above the others. If you go to lewrockwell dot

com you can Jnd their a lot of Dr Mercola's old health articles held in an archive and he has written about the amazing beneJts of

Lumbrokinase. Or you can go to the mercola shop page, Jnd the product and there could well be a short video where he talks of

the beneJts and why it works. Good luck to you.
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Hi ErikaBeth,  Can you get a Religious Exemption? My wife works for a hospital. The industrial complex that controls that hospital

was one of the Jrst to institute the evil mandate. Fortunately, we are in a relatively free state in the USA and she was able to apply

for and received a religious exemption. It was either that or she was going to lose her job.   Her dad was killed by the PJzer shot

~10 minutes after receiving the second dose. He died on the Yoor of a CVS pharmacy, so there was no way anyone in our family

would be receiving the shot. Before anyone questions this, there was an autopsy and my diagnosis was conJrmed and reported to

VAERS.

I had done initial research prior to this and discovered the one published study on the attempt at this type of vaccine where all of

the test animals died after being exposed to wild virus after inoculation. I advised against the shot, but it is a personal decision,

especially at advanced age. The men and women responsible for this have a great amount of blood on their hands. Personally, I

would very much like to see gallows erected and the trials begin. However, in the world we live in I am forced and happy to resort to

my belief that they will all stand at The White Throne Judgement for their deeds done in this life. Good luck to you.
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In these links, Dr. Mercola informs how to eliminate the Spike Protein 1. THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM

YOUR HEALTH www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..  2. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS

REDUCE LIFESPAN? www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..  Dr. Mercola says: "From my

perspective, I believe the best thing you can do is to build your innate immune system. To do that, you need to become

metabolically Yexible and optimize your diet.

You’ll also want to make sure your vitamin D level is optimized to between 60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL (100 nmol/L to 150 nmol/L),

ideally through sensitive sun exposure. Sunlight also has other beneJts besides making vitamin D. Use time-restricted eating and

eat all your meals for the day within a six- to eight-hour window. Avoid all vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on

certiJed-organic foods to minimize your glyphosate exposure, and include plenty of sulfur-rich foods to keep your mitochondria

and lysosomes healthy.

Both are important for the clearing of cellular debris, including these spike proteins. You can also increase your sulfate by taking

Epsom salt baths. To combat the toxicity of the spike protein, Seneff suggests optimizing autophagy, which may help digest and

remove the spike proteins. Time-restricted eating will upregulate autophagy, while sauna therapy, which upregulates heat shock

proteins, will help refold misfolded proteins. They also tag damaged proteins and target them for removal."
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ErikaBeth - the water fast sounds a very good idea (wish I had the strength to do it but I've now got Parkinsons since I was spike

proteined last year)... Jonathan Otto just did a very good free lecture series on this mess ('Vaccine Secrets') - and Dr Henry Ealy

www.energetichealthinstitute.org   was one of the many excellent physicians who stood out, he has rescued several people who

came to him at death's door due to the jab. One of the things I remember was that he started with a three day fast, supported the

detox system with glutathione (liposomal seems to be good and vital for detoxing) and with various supplements to support the

body and help detoxing like NAC too. Personally I would also buy Dr Neil Nathan's book 'Toxic' giving advice on how to detox - it

isn't enough to mobilise toxins, we need to get other things to carry them out of the body.... hope this helps.
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ErikaBeth- Use an electric blanket, heating pad or hot tub to elevate temp and induce sweating. Also a hard workout will help.

When I had lyme I used successfully used my hot tub, Jlled with rain water and no chemicals added, to raise my body temp to kill

the bacteria. I crawl under the electric blanket and sweet out viruses at Jrst onset. I do not know how to purge the body from the

spike proteins.
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Please look up Bromelain. The proteins may keep replicating for an extended length of time. Bromelain Is reputed to block spike

protein ability to attach [blocking replication]. Bromelain reputed to dissolve spike proteins. Also reduce inYammation. Used

against thrombosis ~ an effectual anti-coagulant too. So, it can help on two proven matters as anti-inYammatory and

anti-coagulant. I personally believed the potential of stopping new spike proteins from attaching and aiding to dissolve existing.

Cheap over the counter supplement. Please review for yourself ~ sorry I do not have links.
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Interesting: Dr. Zandre Botha is in South Africa. She has seen a host of negative symptoms in her vaccinated patients: blood clots,

arthritis attacks, hypertension, heart attacks and, worst of all, metastatic cancer in vaccinated patients who were previously in

remission. But Dr. Botha says there are reasons to be optimistic. She believes that she may have developed a therapy that can

improve her patients' blood clotting. In the link: www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/12/doctor-Jnds-treatment-for-vaxx-victims-..
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Great article. I appreciate, among other things, Dr. M's mentioning of 'heat shock therapy' (sauna, etc.) as one way to assist the immune

system during a time of particular challenge. Including giving the helpful detail about temperature monitoring (via oral thermometer), as a

way to know it's being done effectively. I appreciate much about these comments, too, including Gui's observations about best way to

pass along good values ('things to be desired' personal qualities & capacities) .. to the young. This can be extrapolated, to an extent, to us

older folks too, I imagine. What we practice, in that dept., gradually shapes us. I did have an off-topic question to ask here: Does anyone

here have any basic suggestions, or possibly good articles to read, about the ideal time and way to take NAC as an oral supplement?

For general health purposes, that is, and not for any super speciJc purpose, or treatment of a particular health condition. I have a good

sized bottle of pills, by Pure Encapasulations. But nowhere on that bottle does it give any guidance about optimum way to take the stuff

for optimum health beneJts. For example, timing of ingesting it, relative to other foods and supplements / time of day. (I do know that

"between meals" is generally advised, but I'm hoping to know even more particularly the best way of maximizing its beneJts!) Any ideas,

or suggestions? Thanks.
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Thanks David, in the link a simple guide to know when to take a nutritional supplement (Spanish). In the summary: "Multivitamins

contain a variety of vitamins that are both water-soluble and fat-soluble, and it is generally recommended to take half of the daily

dose in the morning with breakfast and the other half with the main meal. Studies show that antioxidant supplements have a

unique effect if taken just before exercise, decreasing insulin sensitivity and preventing the body from defending itself against

oxidative damage". articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2022/02/10/guia-sobre-e..  (02/10/2022) In these links Dr.

Mercola also reports how to remove the spike protein. 1. THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM YOUR

HEALTH www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..  2. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS REDUCE

LIFESPAN? www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..
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Thanks, Gui. I was interested in the particular supplement of NAC. Also, I have a chronic condition (physical malady) that will not

let me exercise. But thanks anyway. Those other articles (links) you sent, might be of interest to others. Probably are good articles.
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David48...I suspect NAC in a "sustained release" formula (Whole Foods Market house brand) caused me to develop severe tinnitis.

I took on empty stomach as directed. That instruct is to maximize absorption. I take other supplements (alt-med-MD prescribed).

Each time you add a new supplement you have to observe what it does to you. I stopped the NAC-SR and the tinnitis resolved
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Never had time to look into this further; however, Dr. Henry Ely, an ND, has been suggesting L-arginine may help with dissolving

spikes. Not a magic bullet, his entire protocol includes an initial 3-days of water fasting and several other supplements. You may

want to check out his website. Also had substantial help taking NAC orally and also nebulizing the powder, (never used any

sustained-release version).
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The only way to defeat tyrannical military systems when the people are helpless is the same way Moses defeated the Egyptian empire

and that is through spiritual warfare. Fast and pray. Use mantras with visualization. Use the power of rituals, meditation. These are

spiritual techniques that have been used countless times down through the ages by defenseless peoples to survive the killing armies of

times past.
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I am totally against these gene therapy jabs. I have been following Dr. Mercola for over 20 years. I am now against all vaccines. The

problem I am having to convince people how bad these shots are is that they are saying people are not dying from the shots, they are

dying more from covid.  These people are also justifying that if some people did die from the jab, look how many people were saved.  The

damage that has been done by all media pushing the jab is just disgusting. So many media people have received the jab then in the next

breath will report some adverse reactions. This is so confusing to so many people. I pray to God for an illumination of conscience to fall

upon the earth.
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has anyone noticed something about Dr. Alexandra (Alex)Henrion-Caude? maybe a transgendered male--can't Jgure out who it is

though--look closely---were surrounded by the new wave transgendered leaders----insideous:(
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Wow - so I tried to share this on Fakebook, and I got an error message saying I wasn't allowed to post it because it contains content that

has been reported as abusive by others! WTH?! The lies and censorship are nothing short of pure EVIL! >:(
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Not to mention La Quinta Column Jndings, the Hague trial, graphene hydroxide (Dr. Andreas Noack), the clots being found in dead bodies

more increasingly, etc
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There are monsters who need to be destroyed. The sooner the better.
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Depopulation - it will be quite successful. Bill Gates is ecstatic over the results.
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This information is so valuable in today's Frankenstein psyops!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The designers of these products should test them Jrst on their own families - and then after a few decades - report their Jndings. I

suspect they are not even willing to test on themselves, much less on their families. We are their guinea pigs.
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doctorfarrah.com/2021/11/08/75-percent-of-doctors-in-the-world-refuse-..   Here's an example of oncologists who would refuse

chemo for themselves or family members.
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Our friend who has been in cancer treatment for wayyyyy too long - has now dumped it. She has 2 aneurisms and is going in for surgery

beginning of March.  The doctor not only isolated her about 2 years ago - but also made sure she had her shots and booster.  I cringed -

you couldn't tell her anything. Even Dr. McCullough couldn't make an impact because of lies they pushed about him.  I get it that she was

hanging on by a thread anyways - but her odds aren't great right now and it's a crying shame because the last two years of her life were

doing zero because of the fear of God her oncologist put in her regarding covid. Literally telling her that if she gets it she will die.

So how far are we out from her booster that this is happening? Not that far. But what makes me grrrr - is that they will NEVER link it to the

vax, She never had aneurisms before - why now?  WHY NOW?  Because exactly what Dr. T and JM were saying - upticks - we are going to

see upticks in heart attacks and strokes, among everything else. And we all know it on here - and when it happens to a loved one who

insisted they had to get the useless shot - we have to stay strong, but the urge will be to understand it's murder and that's just not going to

sit well with us.
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So sad. That's why I ran from the oncologist....long before covid. They use fear & are evasive in their responses to direct questions,

never a good sign. I think some go in with good intentions, but when they realize in their gut what's going on, they rationalize &

deceive their own selves...& few have the will & drive to change specialties or do what Dr. Mercola & others have done. Then it

becomes a will NOT to see. But they sure KNOW you're going to die (& that insurance will only pay for their 'standard' & 'certiJed'

treatment). Funny: they didn't seem to 'know' much else that I asked them about. As another poster aptly stated: these unrepentant

& reprobate jokers will all face truth at the Great White Throne, & it won't be pretty.

But there's hope for the humble, & it's transcendent, going beyond the temporal & these corrupt bodies to the eternal &

incorruptible. I pray your friend is like the righteous of Isaiah 57 KJB, taken away in mercy that she not see the judgment that's

coming &, I fear, that covid & these vaccines are very much a part of, fulJlling scripture on the wrong side, uniting the world the

wrong way & to the wrong spirit.  There don't seem to be any Hezekiah's& Isaiah's around pointing men to faith in God & his word by

which salvation comes, that we might hope for a reprieve.

In the end, temporal physical healing is like spiritual healing, salvation. We have to know of it & of our need for it, & we have to

reach out & take it, individually & one by one. You can do that for yourself. You can inform & warn others. You can fast & pray, &

plead with God, but ultimately each person makes their own choice. Then there are those who seem to do everything right, yet God

still takes them to himself early knowing hearts & all things as we do not. Still hurts this side where we see as through a glass,

darkly. 1 Cor 13:12 KJB. He's acquainted w/sorrow, knows our inJrmities. Is 53:3; Heb 4:15 KJB.
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fundamentalassumptions - beautifully written. Thank you. Truth
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My sister still has a sore arm where they injected the shot. That was at least 3 months ago.
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shampoo1
Joined On 8/4/2021 5:21:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep waiting, and waiting, and waiting... to hear more about heart failure in the elderly. My mother, my father, and my step-father all

developed heart failure within just a few weeks of their jabs. Each swelled up with Yuids. Each is now on diuretics for life. Two of the

three required IV diuretics in the hospital over several days to get them under control. Of course, none of these are in VAERS. Nor are their

other recent problems (clotting, kidney, blood pressure, dementia, etc.) The focus seems to be on cardiac inYammation in younger people

because that has been so out of the ordinary. When it's in a person in their 70's, it's just considered "normal" still... but I would sure be

horriJed to know what the increased incidence has been. It is so upsetting.
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Why is it so di|cult to accept that this is being done on purpose? There is a group of people who regard themselves as a special tribe of

humans apart from the rest of us-- and that it is their role to suppress, kill or enslave the rest of us. Historically such groups have always

existed. Just one example-- in the middle ages, the King and his nobles owned everything & serfs were w/o any rights. In our time, these

morally blind psychopaths have availed themselves of power through the theft of the great majority of the wealth and means of

production which WE have produced. You cannot hold them blameless or "mistaken" about covid and still defeat them.

You have to grow up, man up, judge them, and remove them from power. The Earth and all our works must be taken back from them. The

very Jrst things are the following --ballots must be counted publicly at each polling place. --individual states or several states together

must have state-run banks like that of North Dakota.  --Public Banking/credit as Ellen Brown and others advocate must be instituted.

When these last two are accomplished or even just the Jrst of them we will be halfway to being protected from a currency crash to

mandate digital currency with all its coercive agenda. --Media must be vastly decentralized, obviously.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Worldwide group with developed strategies to stop the great reset, 4th industrial revolution, trans-humanism etc. Rallies and

convoys work to stop mandates in many cases but to stop the elite, strategies need to be articulate and organized.

www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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Yes! That part about publicly counting at each polling place is very attractive and memorable. Ellen Brown is great.
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I've been wondering if what's happening now to the virus is that it did get rid of the manmade stuff, therefore, the pandemic is really over.

I don't remember which article it was on here that mentioned that the virus could shed the foreign materials. The idea came from a

researcher or medical expert doctor. It was early on, before the shots were available. Anyway, nature always wins, at some point. It is a

fools quest, and evil mission. Put the bats back in the cave, and be done with it - God's sake!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM
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Investigate AND do not jab. Stay safer.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM
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Thanks, Dr. M, for the head's up on GGT. I have lab tests scheduled for next week. Since I am 72 and triple-vaxxed, it will be interesting to

see if there is any worsening in GGT or other measures.  Last year (before any vaccination) it was 25, the lowest in several years. Since I

am normal weight, high activity, low BP, BG, good lipids, with no signs of chronic disease (other than hypothyroid and osteopenia) I have

attributed the improvement to taking NAC, glycine, milkthistle, Jshoil and coffee, among others. Since I've maintained the same healthy

diet and supplement regime all year, vaccination status should be the most conspicuous change. Watch and learn.
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Report back on your test results. Will be good information for all.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading some of the comment made by this CrotchJeld entity, I would diagnose him as seriously psycho-socio-pathically disturbed or, he

is a severe case of arrested development as his ideas are like those of a very young teenager who has been reading too many sci-J

comics. A bioethicist he certainly is NOT, where are the ethics in concepts like spiking municipal drinking water with psycho active drugs

in order to ensure ongoing proJts for companies in the face of a virus that has a 99.99% recovery rate??? I could just be rude and call him

totally bonkers, but I won't. Unfortunately he has to be taken seriously because he is dangerous to life on earth.
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Awakenings11
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:40:30 AM
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She is wonderful and honest. Thank you and her so much for the greater detail and truth. Fauci is Fauci, no morals, lying and not telling

people that they are fully being experimented on and the experimental drug is truly not a vaccine.
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM
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This is the best article on this site ever. Too bad it is not possible to obtain the link to the videos.
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Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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I bet they disabled neuraminidase (which helps the cells detoxify). This is the cause of so many "side effects".  The "virus" was created on

a computer. The shot is the bioweapon.
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Royboy54
Joined On 12/1/2021 2:09:35 PM
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Finally the CDC is admitting that natural immunity is superior, a fact that most that post here have known for over a year. Sadly no media

fanfare of course, ignore and it will go away. I see many lawsuits coming for the companies and organizations that mandated the shots

even for employees that had previous infection costing many their livelihoods. The cracks in the narrative continue to grow. Stay strong

all. Also, I thank all of you who have posted so much information on the good Doctors site. There are many of us who have not been

blinded.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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As someone said, "Don't tell me you did your research before taking the Covid shot. You are the research."
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Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM
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The question seldom asked is: Why are we allowing technologists to tamper with the elemental building blocks of life? Tampering with

DNA/mRNA conJgurations, biological enzymes, and proteins is nothing short of insane. These "scientists" are ghouls, making a living

from the destruction of life itself. ALL forms of genetic research and genetic modiJcation need to be BANNED, world-wide. Otherwise, the

human species will continue looking forward into the black holes of a nonexistent future.
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You will Jnd the answer to your why here. www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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The irony about Fauci's obsession for an HIV vaccine is HIV is easily preventable by eschewing all RNA vaccines. Yes. Fauci's NIAID is

solely responsible for HIV to begin with. We don't need super shots, we need to trust in the Lord and eat the food, herbs and animals he

provided, without being deJled by mans "better ideas." The wisdom of this world is foolishness with God, He taketh the wise in their own

craftiness.
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Check out Moderna's failed attempts to utilize mRNA technology to insert simple enzymes to neutralize bilirubin. Sometimes you have to

read the Jnancial times to get the news on the viability of new technology.
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Or that Moderna may have been 1 or 2 months away from corporate bankruptcy, their investors were starting to pull back, when the

skies opened up for them, thanks to Dr Fauci? Its in one of the Corona Committee Grand Jury of the People testimonies this

month.
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fundamentalassumptions
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I think Whitney Webb of Unlimited Hangout covered that. And probably Catharine Austin-Fitts. No expert here, that's for sure, but

they sure helped connect some dots...and to explain why some old idol experts turned out to have clay feet in the end, to say the

least. What a house of cards, crooked scam profession as it's become with no moral compass, no fear of God.
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Deetsjazz
Joined On 4/24/2019 2:35:04 PM
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appreciate your dedication too informing us.
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nei5812
Joined On 1/24/2022 7:29:43 AM
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Dr. Alexandra Henrion-Caude does an excellent job explaining the genetics of the mRNA injections in an way almost anyone can

understand. I don’t see how anyone who hears this interview could fail to be concerned about the short, medium and possible long term

effects of these experimental “vaccines”. I will share this with several people who are currently grappling with whether or not to take one

(or 2 or 3 or 4) and those who have to make that decision for their children.
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You might also want to share this article. It will tell them why they are being herded into getting shots. It also gives people

information on what to do to stop the elite and the great reset. Rallies and convoys will reduce mandates but the elite just keep on

pushing their agendas. www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM
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I will deJnitely share this information with the people I know that have been vaxed (and that's almost everyone I know). So far they seem

to be okay and haven't gotten the virus, but long term - who knows? Better to be warned up front.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM
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An 11 month old baby in my neighborhood just recently died. They cannot Jnd the reason why. I wish I knew if the mother was vaccinated

while or before she was pregnant. If she was vaccinated, the implications are unthinkable.
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM
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hhmm,... "nothing new under the Sun" eh? quote1: "how lacking scientists’ understanding of these shots is." quote2: "Or worse, they do

understand, and don’t care about the damage they cause." Rather exacting reference to that long-ago-Day detailed: where the statement

was long since known of "eat this and die;" Yet, notice how there was NOTHING said when a speciJc conversation was being engaged

in,... showing the Conversant's interest in running THEIR agenda, and... eat.
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sharkloon
Joined On 4/18/2007 10:35:07 PM
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Trudeau invokes "War Measures Act" (renamed Emergency Measures Act") so as to freeze truckers bank accounts, stop their insurance

wiping out any and all legal avenues. And it otherwise displays the extreme example of Social Credit Score & Control systems... so we

should thank him. Unless, of course he succeeds. America's focus needs to be on Klaus Schwab's Jrst roll-out, CANADA.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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I hope Trudeau's latest actions wake up more Canadians to join the protest!
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Here are the details from Mike Adams, about Jnancial terrorism in Canada:

www.naturalnews.com/2022-02-15-canadian-government-resorts-to-Jnancia..  And speaking of Jnancial terrorism:

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/no_author/dont-dismiss-the-possibility-of-..
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Join this worldwide movement to stop the elites. As it says in the article rallies and convoys will stop mandates in most cases but

the elite and the great reset will continue with their agenda.

www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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Don't trust these people, big pharma.
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soooo,....?  "big pharma" is not to trust "these people"?  Note the use of a COMMA, instead of using a COLON: Where the colon

would be the result of the introduction of whom not to trust, the deJnition of the term "people". Or one could have just stated: "do

not trust big pharma"; then the point is CRYSTAL CLEAR, with no chance for confusion of who or what is being referred to.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hah! Coming soon to the tent in a handy parking lot of the big drug retailers CVS/Wallgreens/Etc. Your mandated poke every 4 yr

inoculant of undisclosed patented Bio-slurry goops for seasonal Yu. "They sought to experiment on us. Eliminate elder generations that

fought for freedoms and justice. To exploit human resources as animals, natural resources as private property as a means to an end. This

new world order party of Davos even boasted readily its intentions to revamp global citizenry"!  A controlled attempt to bury us all, never

realizing we are, and will continue to be seeds.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who monitors and enforces public compliance with taking the morality pill? The morality police?
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BARDA's man Rick Bright suggested “There may be a need, even an urgent call, for an entity of excitement out there which is completely

disruptive, not beholden to bureaucratic strings and processes.” If that's an exact quote, we should all recognize Bright as the criminal

that he is. This type of quote is in the same club as Ralph Baric's, the Biohazard-lab chimera-virus huckster of UNC-Chapel Hill, saying

"SARS is POISED to emerge"... or words similar that David Martin noticed in one of Baric's sales pitches to who, PJzer? Or how 'bout

Gates saying in a TED talk: "We can reduce the world's over-population with vaccines"...

And what does Bright mean by "entity of excitement"? That's obviously the odious "Trusted News Initiative (TNI)" from the UK in Dec

2020? The TNI has been, unfortunately, VERY successful at seducing a vulnerable, unskeptical, world-public for a vax gene product,

designed by choice, to maim or kill said public. Think of the US Constitution as a "bureaucratic process"...designed to protect people.

That concept hinders Bright from his business proJt ambitions...
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I get it - entity of excitement might be the whole idea of a bioweapon to start, then the pandemic, and then introducing the

non-working m/RNA vaccines ... wow, what a thrilling time for the NIAID and Fauci - you know he wants to make some good $$ off

this!
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Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion...nothing has changed. "What a tangled web we weave; when at Jrst we practice to deceive". People

ask: "Why wouldn't you take the 'vaccine'?". This is a question that only the totally brainwashed and controlled would ask! Up is down,

down is up; good is evil, evil is good; truth are lies and lies are truth...and all the while; the Police State is already here and Martial Law is

right around the corner! Remember a time when we had this little thing called human Rights and Freedoms? I hope you enjoyed them

while they lasted. If people can't see the monumental insanity of blocking their breathing apparatus with a toxic and dangerous mask; day

in and day out - for over two years...humanity has already lost!
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“The Pseudo Reality of Medical Tyranny” vs. “The Reality of Common Sense & Truth” --- The Powers That Be (TPTB – Deep State,

Power Elite ) perpetuate their "Pseudo-Realities" using corporate & social media’s; gaslighting, narratives gatekeepers, and

algorithm – with half-truths, lies by omission, distortions, deceptions, attacking the messenger, etc. And when that is not working,

censorship. ---- Reference for today - The Origins of the Deep State in North America

2ndsmartestguyintheworld.substack.com/p/the-origins-of-the-deep-state-..
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Randy, a worldwide group is going beyond rallies and convoys to stop the great reset. The rallies an convoys will, in some cases,

stop mandates for jabs, masks, lockdowns etc. They will not stop the elites and their 4th industrial revolution, trans-humanism and

everything else they have up their sleeve. www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bfr and Otis; thanks for the links.
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roadrunnerisp
Joined On 5/4/2021 9:58:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears that video was made about 10 days after Event 201?
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And yet tomorrow the city of Boston Massachusetts is implementing its next level of vaccination requirements in order to do anything fun

in the city, as if that were still possible. Yes and these vaccine requirements are for ages 12 and up. WTF? It would not take many trucks

to bring that "town" to a standstill!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rallies and convoys are good in a lot of cases of stopping mandates. There is a worldwide group that advocate going beyond this

to stop the elites from moving forward with their great reset.

www.globalresearch.ca/sleepwalking-hell-global-elites-technological-co..
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ahe1959
Joined On 4/14/2021 10:28:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5 of my kids' friends have broken their collarbones in the last few months. Could that have anything to do with this??
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is certainly quite the "coincidence". How old were they, and were they "vaccinated"? Not a vaccine side effect that I am aware

of, but one would suspect that the Jve have something in common that may be responsible for their broken collarbones.
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ber8913
Joined On 6/23/2020 4:05:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi David48: I always take NAC on an empty stomach Jrst thing in the morning. I then practice TIme Estricted Eating.
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76La76
Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As things get smarter who knows what they will do to achieve their goals..next thing you know they will be substituting the annual Yu vax

with any vax they want...to achieve their goal...and people won't even know what they're truely receiving. They create one disease to come

up with the dote. Wouldnt be suprised if cancer was engineered in the lab just as heart disease was
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Jackaroni
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Do babies born from mothers injected with the "Covid Vaccine" also carry this mutated spike protein?
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone actually found the spike protein or mRNA in the "vaccines"? Many researchers and scientists have found things like

graphene, metals, hydrogel and other strange things that shouldn't be in any vaccines. As fara as I can tell they haven't found any spike

proteins per se or mRNA particles. See orwellcity.com. Also: As well, "Witness statements to the German Corona Investigative Committee

by former vice president of PJzer Dr. Mike Yeadon who has been a scientist for 36 years, lawyers with Reiner Füllmich draw the same

conclusion: The injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to experiment on the human race and to Jnd out what dosage of

a yet unknown toxin is needed in order to kill people. The mortality rate linked to the vaccines, according to Yeadon, is traceable in terms

of lot numbers of the different batches, as some batches appear to be more lethal than others." Source: https://www.eutimes.net/202 ..
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mtz23sbcglobal.net
Joined On 8/16/2021 12:01:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope to see Dr Mercola provide any truth that the shingles vaccine can kill covid 19
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are no contagious viruses: https://viroliegy.com  They do not isolate a virus properly and they do not follow Koch's

postulates.
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jer3310
Joined On 11/15/2021 6:32:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That answers some of my questions. But who or what was the donor of the original protein before it was GMOed?
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srv2635
Joined On 4/21/2014 9:09:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question I have is since I have not been vaccinated but have had Covid twice do I run the same risks for the blood clotting, etc?  I

have not found the answer to this yet, so I’m wondering if any of you know this. Thanks!
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Khuett1990
Joined On 2/15/2022 2:18:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about the AstraZeneca vaccine? Is it safe? Ideally I would not get any, but work is asking for a booster vaccine to go back to the

o|ce and I'd like to go back soon.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All vaccines are unsafe. The Supreme Court of the United States said so. That's why the manufacturers threatened to quit making

vaccines unless they were granted indemnity which the (USA) legislators gave them. That means the manufacturers are practically

free from almost all lawsuits if a victim is injured or dead. You're on your own. Can your family afford to have you dead or injured?

Have you seen the victim videos Dr. Mercola has posted in BREAKING NEWS, accessible through the portal at the upper left corner

of this page? Think those people can take care of themselves or work at any job, even remotely?
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JohnJohn20
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Has anybody been reading about the coming hemmorraghic fever pandemic that is set to be released on the world after the Olympics are

over?
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deepdance1hotmail.com
Joined On 8/13/2021 3:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a chinese research scientist who Yed to the u.s. has stated that the plan is for the infection of olympic athletes who will then return

to their home countries to infect the world. she also stated that monoclonal antibodies are the antidote that the chinese have in

reserve. who knows if this may be true? but this scientist (dr. yan) had a role in the research of viruses in china. there's an interview

with dr. yan on a podcast by jd rucker. i think i saw it on rumble(?)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It sounds similar to failed attempts to start an Ebola pandemic. The "problem" is that when a virus is that deadly, the victims are

too sick to spread it. That's why the "pandemic" consists of lies and scare tactics and the real pandemic must be administered as a

fake vaccine cure.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mark, EXACTLY! It's why Sarc-Cov-1 (SARS) never took off. Through GOF research, they took SARS-1 and made a more

infectious/less deadly Sars-Cov-2 version. It's pure criminal!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard it last night on Mike Adams podcast. Sounds really scary.
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whitma47
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to click on products to get costs without going everywhere?
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Which products?
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